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Abstract-The Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) is the most important 

system suggested by Generation IV for the future direction in the 

nuclear reactor field. For more development of the MSR reactor, 

the core system inside the tube is proposed by naturally 

circulating molten fuel salt. The nonlinear kinetic equations form 

a linearized function and are obtained in state-space form. 
Reactivity feedback and delayed neutrons are extremely 

important for reactor control. In this paper, a thermal-hydraulic 

system for the commercial computation dynamic model is 

proposed. Currently, there is no commercial software to simulate 

the natural circulation flow. The proposed method can be easily 

employed to detect faults and can provide a feasible overall 
system performance. 

Keywords-molten salt reactor; thermal-hydraulic; state-space 

equation; delayed neutron precursor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are six reactors in Generation-IV. Among them, 
Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) has a unique concept that 
distinguishes it from the other reactor types such as light water 
reactors, pressure water reactors, boiling water reactors, etc. 
The Generation-IV reactors do not have solid nature but utilize 
a homogenous liquid. The benefits of the MSR and its excellent 
characteristics and sustainability eliminate the fuel element 
fabrication accurately. Therefore, high-temperature and high 
power density are reached in the MSR core. In the present 
MSR method, the circulated fuel itself is mixed with the fuel 
salt. Correspondingly, the reactor control mechanism or trip 
primary circuit may allow or produce fuel salt in the primary 
circuit, and circulation of the delayed-neutron precursor is 
generated in the core. Hence, the decay core is less important 
than the outer of the core [1]. The MSR is normally operated in 
the liquid phase because its composition tasks are affiliated 
with dynamic reactors. Furthermore, in the MSR operation in 

steady-state, resultantly the loss of delayed neutrons affects the 
reactor. 

In terms of modeling, MSRs are associated with solid fuel 
which is used in traditional reactors. Nuclear Power Plants 
(NPPs) are widely sophisticated systems regarding the transit 
and duration of modeling time. The fuel salt is always held on 
the outer side of the MSR core. The multiplier term for the 
neutron kinetics equations is added with the delayed neutron 
precursor [2, 3]. The MSRs are completely different from 
thermal-hydraulic reactor systems. In the processes of the 
liquid fuel failure stability of materials can be easily resolved 
[3]. However, a graphite zone and a thermal-hydraulic system 
are developed in the core [4]. In [5, 6], the fuel region is 
modeled as a double lasting region, which is very important in 
order to improve the state space equation for the outlet core 
temperature. In previous studies, one or two lumped parameters 
were applied for the thermal-hydraulic system with two lumped 
regions. Resultantly, the outlet core temperature is measured 
more accurately. The core outlet temperature is the same as the 
average temperature of the upper lumped region [7]. The state-
action space equation is used for the reactor, thermal-hydraulic 
modeling, energy balance, and controls all the volume of the 
core and the heat exchanger (HX) unit [8]. In MSRs, when the 
core temperature increases, the measurement of the core outlet 
temperature will be inaccurate [8]. 

In this paper, we explore and propose a novel thermal-
hydraulic method which give us more accurate and confident 
results without the ambiguity of the previous models.  

II. THE THERMAL-HYDRAULIC METHOD 

A novel thermal-hydraulic method is proposed in which a 
new approach has been taken to detect and resolve the 
problems and faults from the core outlet. In the baseline 
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system, an energy equilibrium equation is obtained from fuel 
temperature which is used without any problems in the 
assembled system. A maintenance equation must be described 
considering the core outlet temperature. In the thermal-
hydraulic method, a balance equation is formed by using the 
control volume of the pipeline at the core outlet. Due to this 
distinct temperature and the insulation, the pipe section is very 
small (relatively to the core region). During this process, the 
present temperature of the core can be calculated more 
accurately. 

The motion of delayed neutron precursors is calculated and 
analysis of the fuel cycle along the state action space equation 
is conducted. The core neutronic as well as the extended 
neutronic solver 1-D thermal feedbacks are acquired by the 
thermal-hydraulic and neutronic calculations. The thermal 
neutronic features of the MSRs are resolved. Before the MSR 
fuel studies, the thermal response was known to have high 
neutronic in thermal-hydraulic characteristics. Hence, the 
obtained power distribution from the fission salt, as 
corresponding fuel density distribution, and the fuel salt 
temperature distribution throughout the core flow loop were 
described by the thermal-hydraulic measurement. The 
schematic view of the conceptual MSR is presented in Figure 
1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Schematic representation of the MSR primary circuit. 

The structure of the fast-spectrum thermal core is made by 
the graphite moderator elements, each of them characterized by 
the fast-thermal spectrum model [5, 9, 10]. The thermal 
spectrum liquid fuel reactor core is associated with fluoride salt 
and the thermal system generated a one-reserved fuel region. 
One circulating pump indicates the top-bottom side of the HX 
unit. The heat transfer mechanism is simulated with the 
statement of a "cooler" which operates to stabilize temperature. 
The heat transfer between the hot and cold sides is calculated 
by using the average temperature. The heat transfer coefficient 
is assumed to be constant [11-13]. 

III. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION AND REACTOR NEUTRONS 

OF THE MSR 

In this work, the flow effect on the liquid fuel salt and the 
traditional point of view of the kinetic model of the MSR core 
are studied and the behavior of delayed neutrons is analyzed. 
The acute response mechanism has been changed by the fuel 
density and temperature. The aggregate method has been used 
for fuel salt in both the reactor core and the HX unit. When 
more fuel salt is circulating inside the core then fission power 
is generated inside and outside of the core, due to the very fast 
delayed neutrons. The space kinetic equations derived for these 
regions are: 

�����
�� �	 �	
�����	
��∧ 	���� 	� ��������    (1) 
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where (  and �  represent the precursor concentration of the 
reactor power and delayed neutron precursor respectively. The 
terms )*�� , 	,��� , ���� , and Λ	depict net reactivity and the 
fraction delayed neutrons emitted energy from the core. 
However, the various prompt neutrons per fission and the 
numerous delayed neutrons of precursor per fission affect the 
velocity of the delayed neutron decay constants of the 
precursor, and generation of neutron time respectively. $ shows 
the transit time [12]. The fuel salt passes through the core, pipe 
section #1, heat exchanger, and pipe section #2, and then it 
enters the core again as shown in Figure 1. $%&&� denotes the 
transit time outlet of the core region and it is expressed as: 
 $%&&� � $�� � $�. � $/ , where subscripts �1,�2 , and 2 
represent pipe section #1, pipe section #2, and HX respectively. 

A. Neutronic Calculation Model Development 

The thermodynamic characteristics of the core region are 
represented by the thermal power which is provided by the fuel 
lumped region. The average temperature of the lumped region 
is represented by the core fuel salt temperature. In this study, 
the energy balance equations are determined via an one 
dimension (1-D) model. The specific heat capacity is assumed 
to be constant and it is computed at the average temperature of 
the fuel. The balanced equation for the core region can be 
expressed as: 

3�4�,�
�5����
�� � 	���� �3�4�,�678,&��� � 78,9���:    (3) 

where 3�  and 3; � show the fuel mass in the core and the fuel 
mass flow rate respectively, 4�,�  represents the average heat 
capacity of the fuel in the core, 7�, 78,9, and 78,& show the core 
lumped fuel temperature of the moderator surface, the core 
inlet temperature, and the core outlet temperature [11, 14, 16]. 

The balanced equation for the fuel side of the HX unit is: 

3/4�,/
<7/���
<� � 

	3/4�,/67/,9��� � 7/,&���: � �=>�/?7/��� � 7@9*A���B    (4) 
where 3/ and 3; /  represent the fuel mass in the HX and the 
fuel mass flow rate (3; / � 3; �) respectively, 4�,/	illustrates the 
average heat capacity of the fuel in the HX, 7/, 	7/,9 , 7/,&, 7@9*A  
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represent the lumped fuel temperature in the HX, the inlet and 
the outlet temperature of the HX, and the average temperature 
of the heat sink. =  and >/  show the overall heat transfer 
coefficient of the HX unit and the heat transfer area or the HX. 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is assumed to be constant 
[15, 16]. The balanced equation for pipe section #1 can be 
expressed as: 

3��4�,��
�5"C(�)

��
=

	3��4�,��678,&(�) − 7/,9(�): − (=>)��67��(�) − 7D:    (5) 

where subscript �1 represents the pipe section #1, 7�� and 7D 
represent the lumped fuel temperature in pipe section #1 and 
the ambient temperature. It is assumed that the overall heat 
transfer coefficient is also constant for pipe section #1. 

TABLE I.  MSR PARAMETERS AND RANGE OF VALUES IN THE LITERATURE 

Parameters Symbol Unit Range 

Reactor power P MWth 400 – 4000 
Prompt neutron generation time Λ S 10-6 – 10-7 

Initial balancing reactivity )E Pcm ,���[
1 − F�G
���!��"

����$8&H� + 1 − F�G
���!��"
] 

Steady-state external reactivity ρJKL Pcm )�M� = −)E  
Effectively delayed neutron fraction βJOO  - ~0.00033 

Effectively delayed neutron decay constant ����  s−1 ~0.006 

Core transit time $8&H�  S ~3�/3; � 
Loop transit time $%&&�  S $/ + $�� + $�. 

Pipe section #1 transit time $�� S ~3��/3; � 
Pipe section #2 transit time $�. S ~3�./3; � 
Heat exchanger transit time $/ S ~3//3; � 

Fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity Q�  K-1 ~3.04x10-5 

Fuel mass flow rate 3; �  kg.s-1 Depends on the power 

Fuel mass in the core 3�  Kg <�@5�S8&H�  

Fuel mass in the HX 3/ Kg <�@5TS/ 
Fuel mass in the pipe section #1 3�� Kg <�@5"CS�� 

Fuel mass in the pipe section #2 3�. Kg <�@5"US�. 

Specific heat capacity of the fuel salt 4� J.kg−1K−1 −1111 + 2.7827�  
Heat exchanger heat transfer coefficient (=>)/ W.K−1 ( = YZ[(=>)/∆7%]

(**) 
Average fuel temperature (in the core) 7� K ~975 
Average fuel temperature (in the HX) 7/ K ~975 

The average temperature of the heat sink 7@9*A  K 750-900 
Ambient temperature 7D K ~3000 

The density of the fuel salt <� kg.m-3 49983.56 − 0.89827�  
The volume of the core S8&H�  m3 Depends on the power 
The volume of the HX S/  m3 Depends on the HX capacity 

The volume of pipelines #1, #2 S��,�. m3 Depends on the design 
 

B. Thermal Feedback Mechanism and State-Action Space 

The net reactivity of the MSR can be expressed as: 

)*����� � 	)& 	� )�M���� � Q�67���� � 7�&:    (6) 
where )E  illustrates the initial balancing reactivity, )�M�  
represents the external reactivity which can be added with 
bubbles, and Q� represents the core fuel salt temperature which 
is changed by the graphite moderator and the reactiviy 
coefficient. Similary, the inlet and outlet flow rates are the 
same, and 7�E  represents the steady-state fuel temperature in 
the core. 

There is only one way to write in linear form the nonlinear 
differential equations considering the small perturbation around 
the steady-state operating point. These equations can be 
transformed into state-space form [16]. Around the steady-state 
power ((E  and �E), (1) and (2) can be written as: 

d� .��� ���� d)��� �	e����e����
∧


��
∧
d�(�) + ����d�(�)    (7) 
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where ((�) = (E + d((�) , �(�) = �E + d�(�) , and 
)(�) = d)(�) = Q�67�(�) − 7�E:  due to the nature of the 
reactivity. The reactor has to be critical at steady-state 
operation, so the reference reactivity ()E + )�M�) will be zero at 
this point. 

The nonlinear term, d)(�)d((�) still exists in (7). It can be 
inferred that the point kinetics equations are linear only for 
constant reactivity conditions. To perform linear analysis, this 
second-order term is neglected in this study. Lumped fuel 
temperatures for the core and the HX regions are calculated as: 

7�(�) =	
�

.
678,&(�) + 78,9(�):     (9) 

7/(�) =	
�

.
678,&(�) − 78,9(�):    (10) 

By taking into consideration the transit times at pipe 
sections #1 and #2, the following substitutions: 

7/,9(�) ≈ 	78,&(� − $��)    (11) 
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78,9��� f 	7/,&�� � $�.�    (12) 
can be made to state the relations between the temperatures. 
The temperature decrease of the fuel salt in the pipeline is 
neglected due to the insulation. By using (9)-(12), equations 
(3)-(5) can be written in the form of (13)-(15): 

3�4�,�7;���� � �& � d���� �	3; �4�,/678,&��� �
#$�� � $�.' � 27/#� � $�.':     (13) 

3/4�,/7;/��� � 23; /4�,/678,&#$ � $��' � 7/���: �
�=>�/?7/��� �	7@9*AB    (14) 

3��4�,��7;8,&��� � 3; ��4�,��678,&��� � 78,&#� � $��': �
�=>���678,&��� �	78,&#� � $��' � 27D:/2    (15) 

where: 

7����� � 1 2g 678,&��� � 78,&#� � $��':. 

It is assumed that 7;����� f 7;8,&���  and that 7@9*A  is 
constant. Finally, (7), (8), (13)-(15) take the state space form as 
follows: 

dh; � >�h � >.h ∗ d#� � $%&&�' �	>jh ∗ d#� � $��' �
	>kh ∗ d#� � $�� � $�.' � lm    (16) 

where: 
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| � ?7�E (E 7@9*A 7DB5    (23) 
It is important to note that 3; � � 3; / � 3; �� � 3; �. due to 

the closed-loop operation (the variation of the expansion tank 
level is neglected). All physical properties were taken as 
constant and were calculated at the average temperature of the 
lumped regions. Calculated transit time can be divided into to 
the length of system (or height) by the velocity of the fluid. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, the results of the numerical analysis for the 
proposed system are presented. The primary loop of MSR is 
simulated under the steady state in Matlab/Simulink. When the 
fuel pump rotation decreases in the start of transient, the 
primary flow will reduce within a few seconds. Furthmore, the 
reactor core fraction of the delayed neutron precursors will 
increase becuase they have the tendency to improve the 
reactivity and the reactivity loss due to the fuel lumped 
temperature. Therefore, heat is produced by fuel lumped 
temperature in the reactor core, so that the temperature 
difference between core inlet and core outlet is increased in the 
dynamic model as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2.  Simulink model. 

The core dynamic model is asscoaciated with the neutronic 
and thermal-hydraulic coupled system. Coupling is obtained by 
the reactivity feedback mechanism. In this device, the input 
components are outer reactivity, ambient temperature, and heat 
sink temperature. The output values are the reactor power and 
the core outlet temperature. The simulation parameters are 
given in Table II. 

Several different MSR concepts have been presented. 
Therefore, there is a wide variety of values for both input and 
output parameters. The module "1" presents the MSR (fast or 
thermal) parameters and their range value can be used for the 
developed model and tool. 
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TABLE II.  MSR PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION 

Parameter Value 

Reactor power 4000MWth 
Average core temperature 700oC 

Core transit time 2s 
Loop transit time 2s 

Transit time for each pipe 0.1s 
Effectively delayed neutron fraction 0.0033 

Effectively delayed neutron decay constant 0.0611s-1 

Prompt neutron generation time 0.95e-6s 
Fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity 3.4e-5K-1 

Coolant bulk temperature 570oC 
Ambient temperature 40oC 

 

 
Fig. 3.  The sub model of neutronic and thermal hydraulic. 

Three sub models of the Simulink model are used to 
describe the Simulink model shown in Figure 2 representing 
three individual parts of the Simulink model. Figure 3 shows 
the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic sub model. It is used to 
diagnose faults from the core and give information about the 
fuel salt temperature distribution from the core. Figure 4 shows 
the reactivity model and the piping system #1 of the MSR. 
Therefore it shows the lumped fuel temperatue and it repsents 
all constant transfer temperatures in the piping system, while 
fuel salt passes through piping system #1. Figure 5 represents 
the piping system #2 and the HX of the MSR. It shows the heat 
capacity inlet and outlet temperature of the HX. Figure 6 shows 
the thermal reactor which reached the 3.02GW equilibrium by 
using the parameters illustrated in Table I. The reactor reached 
the steady-state equation level at 100s. The fuel temperature 
changes between the HX region and the core region, because 
temperature is reduced due to the loss of the pipeline of the 
heat by 1oK. The fuel temperature increased by 100oK in the 
reactor transverse core. These features can be used in the 
perturbation system.  

 

Fig. 4.  The sub model of the reactivity model and piping system #1. 

 

Fig. 5.  The sub model of the piping system #2 and the HX. 
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The proposed model's derived state-space equations can be 
used for any specific fast MSR. The equations are written for 
generic parameters. The fuel temperature variance between the 
core region and the HX region is very small, due to the 1oK 
temperature decrease because of the losses of heat at the 
pipelines. In this type of reactor, temperature of 100oK is 
developed transversely in the core. The MSRs can be simulated 
with the proposed model. This feature can also be applied into 
perturbation cases. The components of the reactor system are 
adopted from the literature. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Reactor parameters at steady-state operation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Many dynamic methods considering the thermal MSR have 
been presented in previous works. In this paper, we used two or 
more lumped regions at the reactor core for the thermal-
hydraulic modeling. It was assumed that the outlet core 
temperature is the same as the average temperature of the 
higher lumped region. The outlet core temperature is measured 
inaccurately due to the high temperature at the core reactor. For 
all types of MSR, measuring the fast spectrum or thermal fuel 
types is very important. There are no distinct dynamic methods 
for the fuel position in the core. The methods regarding other 
positions of the thermal reactor have significant differences that 
are caused by the moderator region. Considering the feedback 
effects, the moderator temperature of the graphite region has 
been modeled in the thermal MSRs, even though there is no 
concept of the moderator region in the fast MSR.  

A new kinetic method has been proposed for fast MSRs in 
this paper. There is only one lumped region that has been 
assumed for the reactor core, which has only fuel salt. 
Therefore, energy has been balanced for the outlet core 
temperature that is described using pipeline temperature. The 
steady-state operation of MSR, the nonlinear kinetic equation, 
the Matlab/Simulink system, and the state-space model have 
been presented. The new model was tested in simulations and 
the conclusion is that the conceptual reactor can be used in real 
applications.  
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